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ORGANIZATION OVERVIEW INFORMATION

Organization Name: Golden Gate Audubon Society

Organization Address: 2530 San Pablo Avenue Suite G
Berkeley, CA 94702

Fiscal Sponsor (if
applicable):

Fiscal Sponsor
Address (if applicable):

CONTACT INFORMATION

Primary Contact Name: Leslie Weir

Primary Contact Title: Development and Communications

Primary Contact Email: lweir@goldengateaudubon.org

Primary Contact
Phone: 510.483.2222 Ext:

Director/CEO Name: Cindy Margulis

Director/CEO Title: Executive Director

Director/CEO Email: cmargulis@goldengateaudubon.org

Director/CEO Phone: 510.843.9912

GRANT REPORT OVERVIEW INFORMATION

Report Type: Final

Foundation Name: Bothin Foundation

Foundation Program
Officer: Emily Schroeder

Submission ID: BOT-2018-29202

Grant/Project Title: Purchase interactive learning materials for their Eco-Education program

Grant Amount: $5,000.00

Payment Amount from
Reporting Period: $5,000.00

Grant Approval Date: August 10, 2018

Due Date: August 01, 2019

Program Area: Positive Youth Development & Support
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Please provide a narrative description on the use of the grant funds

Golden Gate Audubon’s Eco-San Francisco Program (Eco-SF) uses a multifaceted STEAM approach to learning that
encourages exploration and analytical thinking through several disciplines. Eco-SF has a special focus on the birds and
wildlife of the local watershed. Students learn how their lives connect with, and rely on, local habitats and ecosystems, starting
with the most familiar habitats, and the fundamental necessity of water. Students begin by assessing the ecological health of
their schoolyards and learn how storm drains connect their community to the natural systems, including creeks and wetlands
within the San Francisco Bay Area region. Classroom lessons highlight the entire range of potential storm water contaminants
as students are taught the concept of bioaccumulation within San Francisco Bay food chains.

Many of the 3rd through 5th grade students served by Eco-SF have learning challenges. We find that these students can
process information more effectively with hands-on activities using manipulative materials. Support from the Bothin
Foundation had an enormous impact not just on these kinesthetic learners but on every child in our Eco-SF Program. The
majority of the grant funds ($4000) were spent on a custom-made portable water table for the children to use as a working
watershed model. An artist/builder was hired for this project with $732.22 spent on hardware and miniatures for the model and
the remaining $3267.78 paid to the builder for design and labor. Through the simple act of pouring water over San Francisco's
landscape, the students gained an immediate understanding of how their watershed works and how their actions on the
playground connect directly to the health of the Bay. The Bothin Foundation funded water table allows Eco-SF to connect and
demonstrate human impact on the SF Bay watershed and the diversity of life it supports, inspiring students to become greater
environmental stewards.

Grant funds from the Bothin Foundation also supported a classroom lesson on the bird life of the San Francisco Bay Area.
Our Eco-educators use replica bird skulls to talk about bird diversity and species adaptations. Grant funding was used to
purchase Lucite cases so that the skulls can travel safely from class to class while also allowing the children to hold the cases
in their hands and get an up-close look at the skulls.

After the initial classroom lessons, each Eco-SF class had the opportunity to participate on 3 field trips to the local watershed
(one to a local wetland, one to a local creek or marshland, and one family trip to Muir Beach.) In the 2018-2019 school year,
field trips were made to Glen Canyon, Pier 94, and Muir Beach. All field trips involved experiential learning about the
watershed and native wildlife through hiking, bird watching, habitat analysis, and close observations of water, plants and living
organisms at each site. Students worked individually and in groups to

• identify birds, reptiles, amphibians, and insects through observation and field guides

• observe and create data sets of native and invasive plant species

• observe and create data sets of water health

• deepen their understanding of nature by creating journals of drawings and reflective writing

Again multi-faceted interactive learning activities were employed to better engage the students. For example, on one field trip
students retrieved water samples. Using hydrometers, students determined the salinity of their samples and visually observed
the water’s appearance to note clarity. Working together, students were able to combine their individual observations into sets
of data that led to group discussions of their findings. Water samples were also observed through microscopic lenses that
allowed students to see larval aquatic insects. They were then encouraged to make drawings of the organisms viewed
through the magnifying lenses. After closely examining the organism in order to make their drawings, they then used
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reference materials to identify the organism, learn about its life cycle, food and habitat.

The support of the Bothin Foundation was greatly beneficial for this activity. Grant funds were used to purchase dip nets for
collecting specimens, observation containers, water quality monitoring kits, petri dishes, magnifiers, field guides and colored
pencils. This one activity of creek water observation used the multiple disciplines of science, technology, math and art to
encourage increased concentration, observation, and analysis. All of our students better absorb environmental education from
this multi-faceted approach made possible by the Bothin Foundation's funding.

Was there an impact on your organization that goes beyond the specific purpose of the grant?

The mission of Golden Gate Audubon is to engage people to experience the wonder of birds and to translate that wonder into
actions which protect native bird populations and their habitats. Although our mission focuses on “protecting native bird
populations and their habitats,” The key phrase in the mission statement is to “translate that wonder into action.” Recognizing
that it will take the efforts of all of us to successfully respond to the climate stressors that affect every species on the planet,
GGAS’s Eco-SF Program brings it’s mission to a population that has been historically disempowered to effect change.
Providing young children from under-resourced areas with the education, exposure and information about local bird habitats
and watersheds, empowers them to become environmental stewards as they grow into adulthood.

Further, when we connect young low-income students to local wild birds, a foundation is laid that promotes a cascade of
positive outcomes for the young person, their family, their community, and their environment. Students not only learn to spend
time on healthy outdoor activities, but their increased awareness of pollutants and toxins threatening bird species inspires
positive change in habits around littering and waste disposal. Our connection to these positive changes makes us stronger as
a community organization and our ability to reach young people at an early age helps us to train future environmental leaders
engaged in habitat protection.

We recently received an email from a teacher who has participated in our program that helps to illustrate the ways in which
the Bothin Foundation's funding of our Eco-SF program strengthens our mission statement.

“I work at a public school in a high poverty community. I have been participating with the Eco-Ed program for several years
now and I love it. Each year my students build a stronger connection to their community, and the natural world around them.
By visiting a shoreline park, a park with a creek and the ocean, students get a chance to notice the variety of life and the
adaptations that make organisms successful in their particular environment. By framing our work during field trips with
thoughtful lessons in the classroom beforehand, and by having wonderful, knowledgeable volunteers to help focus and teach
students in small groups, these trips become not just a visit to a park but rather an integral part of a larger picture that is
investigating the NGSS life science standards for third grade. My students are thrilled to be in a setting where they can be
scientists doing field studies. The excitement and joy of discovery and understanding as well as the expanding power of
finding new questions to investigate and ideas to share make these trips a highlight of the school year for all my students. As
our school budgets continue to be cut every year, it has become impossible to afford school buses for field trips. Having Eco-
Ed programs has been a powerful asset for our attempt to provide some equity in the quality of education we can offer at our
school.”
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Jul '18 - Jun 19 Jul 19 TOTAL

Ordinary Income/Expense
Expense

51500 · Honoraria 1,630.00 1,637.78 3,267.78
51900 · Materials & Supplies 1,732.22 0.00 1,732.22

Total Expense 3,362.22 1,637.78 5,000.00

Net Ordinary Income (3,362.22) (1,637.78) (5,000.00)

Other Income/Expense
Other Income

75000 · Temp Restricted Revenue 5,000.00 0.00 5,000.00

Total Other Income 5,000.00 0.00 5,000.00

Net Other Income 5,000.00 0.00 5,000.00

Net Income 1,637.78 (1,637.78) 0.00

12:41 PM Golden Gate Audubon
07/09/19 Bothin Foundation:8/10/18-8/9/19
Accrual Basis
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